The Value of MH Pro! to Your Company
MH Pro! is designed to bring speed, ease of use and accuracy to the Take-Off, Stack Selection and Drawing
Generation processes that assist the production of your precast structures.
Take-Off, Stack Selection and Drawing Generation MH Pro! offers several ways to quickly enter data
including our Protractor On Screen which overlays your electronic project plans and allows you to measure pipe
angles and enter structure data without paper drawings. The Structure screen allows you to enter the information
for each individual structure, or you can enter data for the whole job in a spreadsheet like format on the Job Edit
screen. Two clicks and MH Pro! provides a set of “best practice stacks” for you to evaluate in Plan and
Elevation views. These stacks are efficiently and accurately created through our customization of MH Pro! for
the unique aspects of your production processes. When you chose a structure the Report screen allows you to
generate our widely praised Submittal and Shop Drawings in several formats. We work with you to customize
all of the reports, including Bills-of-material (BOM), that you need for your company.
We have expanded the functions of MH Pro! with Add-ons. Many of our customers use the Quotation Add-on
to gain additional benefits.
Quoting With the MH Pro! Quotation Add-on, quotes, invoices and sales orders can be quickly and accurately
generated for individual structures or jobs. The hardest thing about implementing MH Pro’s Quotation Add-on
is telling us what you sell and how you measure it. Your sales staff can complete a quote in the time it takes to
type in the Rim and Invert elevations for each structure. (Ok, you do have to wait for the report to print too.)
When your experienced sales staff sees a problem structure, they can use MH Pro!'s clear, precise and detailed
drawings to immediately point out problems to the contractor and engineer.
There are several additional ways that MH Pro! assists with the overall efficiency and profitability of your
company:
Corporate Knowledge MH Pro!'s reference structures represent a knowledge base about your forms,
manufacturing rules and jurisdictional specifications. Each jurisdiction's reference structure becomes a template
for creating new structures that meet all the specifications of that jurisdiction. This significantly reduces the
possibility of creating an out-of-spec structure.
Accounting MH Pro! creates simple, complete, and automated Bills-of-material for jobs and quotations. These
BOMs can be created as Excel spreadsheets, or other files formatted for direct upload to accounting or ERP
systems, thus eliminating the reentry of data.
Manufacturing Because MH Pro! customization begins by creating templates of your forms and your preferred
setups, the manhole stacks and manufacturing plans will consistently match your standard setups. MH Pro!
supports barcodes and part numbers for stock and custom pieces.
Shipping MH Pro!'s BOMs are easy to customize into pick lists for shipping. MH Pro!'s weight estimates are
accurate, letting you confidently load each truck to capacity.
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